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INTRODUCTION
It is with great pleasure that I bid you very welcome to this inaugural Prep Creative Writing Anthology from our Harrow
family of schools. 
 
This collection of student writing and artwork from across the world represents the collaboration, leadership and creativity
of our young pupils. It is testament to the strength of the bonds between the Harrow schools that we can work together,
across many miles and borders, to produce something so dynamic and celebratory.  

 
This year, the 450th anniversary of the establishment of Harrow School in London, it is fitting that the chosen theme for our anthology is
‘History and Legacy’. The writing contained in this volume demonstrates the innovative and inspired ways in which Harrow pupils have
responded to this prompt in their writing and visual artwork: in poetry, painting, photography and prose. Whilst many writers have drawn
on the strong traditions that we share: the ‘giants of old’ celebrated in Harrow history and the Harrow practices and language that we
continue to celebrate, others have treated this theme as an opportunity to reflect on their own future legacies and the historical import of the
times which we are living through. What is particularly exciting is the way in which the pupils’ work represents the living, breathing nature
of the Harrow traditions as they are regenerated and interpreted in such varied contexts around Asia. Unsurprisingly, these young writers
have reflected on the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on their lives and schooling, as well as their experiences starting school and
imagining the world beyond the classroom. The work you will find in these pages undoubtedly represents their identities as Harrovians
whilst also celebrating their own unique lives, cultural settings and times. 
 
We hope that you enjoy the pupils’ work as much as they have enjoyed creating it and bringing it together in this collection.
 
 
 
Ms Tess St Clair-Ford
Whole School Literacy Co-Ordinator, Harrow International School Shanghai 

With particular thanks and congratulations to our student editors:

Harrow Chongqing
Doris Liu
Grace Wu

Arabella Yu
Lucy Ran

Jonathan Chen
 

Harrow Bangkok
Pina Voraprasith
Eleanor Gavin

Mildy Bumnetpen
Plaire Vijakkhana
Hettie McCargow

Harrow Hong Kong
Pia Gargallo

 
Harrow Shanghai 
Piyara Rathnayaka

Andrew Liu 
 

Harrow Zhuhai 
Angel Liang

Eugenia Leung
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By Mr Smith Ms Yang and Grade6 students 

 

Chapter 1: The Big Secret
 

It was a lovely, warm, and sunny Saturday morning. The bees were buzzing about, and the smell of spring was 

in the air. The bus was humming and eager to go. The Grade 6 students of Harrow Chongqing were clambering 

aboard still half asleep. ‘Where are we going?’ Said Derek. 

‘You never listen,’ replied Kitty. 

‘We’re going to Shanghai,’ whispered Alice. 

‘Ah, I knew that,’ said Derek. ‘Erm… why?’ 

‘OK everybody, settle down,’ announced Mr. Smith. ‘Remember, no iPads, phones, or electronic devices are 

allowed, OK?’

‘OK,’ everybody groaned. 

‘So, Grade 6, who can tell me where we are going today?’ said Mr. Smith.

‘Shanghai!’ screamed Derek almost falling out of his seat. 

‘Correct!’ replied Mr. Smith. 

‘House point?’ said Derek. 

‘YES!’ Derek’s face lit up. ‘If you can tell me why.’ Lucas comforted Derek patting him on the shoulder, ‘nice try.’

 

The truth is, nobody knew where they were going. The only thing the students knew was that they were going 

on a very special school trip to Shanghai. The reason was ‘TOP SECRET’. Rumours, of course, had already 

spread across the school like wildfire as rumours often do. A boxing match! A trip to Disneyland! A boat trip on 

the Bund! But none of them were true, and the students knew it. 

It was about 8 am, it had only been about 30 minutes since the bus had departed from Harrow and they were 

already stuck in traffic. Angel didn’t look happy, ‘I don’t know why we didn’t go on the train!’ she huffed. ‘Or a 

plane,’ Daisy added. ‘Or helicopter!’ Ryan Zhang was in a great mood and enjoying the bus ride. ‘Come on 

everyone, cheer up! This is a great adventure!’ Everybody looked out of the windows, at the traffic jam. 

 

Judy who often got motion sickness was sitting at the front of the bus, looking out of the driver’s window. Mr. 

Smith and Miss Yang were sitting in front chatting away and she could hear every word they were saying. ‘So 

how do you think they will do in the big quiz?’ Miss Yang whispered. Mr. Smith shook his head. ‘Not too good 

I’m afraid,’ he replied under his breath. ‘I asked them questions about Keller, Churchill, and Song Qing Ling last 

week and they didn’t even know what their first names were. I fear they won’t stand a chance against the other 

Harrow schools.’ ‘How disappointing,’ Miss Yang sighed. ‘1000 house points would have made them very 

happy.’ ‘Yes, and the trip to Disneyland for the winning school,’ replied Mr. Smith.

 

Judy almost exploded with excitement and couldn’t help but scream a little. ‘EEK!’. ‘Are you OK Judy?’ asked 

Mr. Smith. Judy stared at him with her hand over her mouth and her eyes wide open. Then silence. Then in a 

muffled voice – ‘Motion sickness! Toilet!’. She ran to the back of the bus and flung open the toilet door, yanking 

Anna inside with her. ‘What are you doing?’ Anna said angrily. 

‘I know why we are going to Shanghai!’ Judy blurted. ‘I overheard Mr. Smith and Miss Yang talking! It’s a quiz! A 

big quiz! Against all the other Harrow schools! We will be asked questions about Song Qing Ling, Keller and 

Churchill!’ Anna’s mouth gaped open, and her lollypop fell out of her mouth in slow motion, smashing on the 

floor into a thousand tiny fragments. ‘We must tell everyone. Go back to your seat calmly Judy and leave this 

to me.’ Judy saluted. Within seconds the entire bus knew the big secret of the big quiz. A solemn vow to not let 

the teachers know they knew had also been sworn but Mr. Smith could smell something was amiss. ‘What’s all 

the excitement?’ he said with a suspicious look on his face. ‘Service station!’ shouted Vincent to put Mr. Smith 

off the scent. ‘McDonald’s!’ Added Ethan. 
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The bus pulled into the service station. Everybody charged off as if the bus was on fire. In KFC, they had

gathered in their House groups like three military units ready for battle. ‘What are we going to do?’

‘I don’t even know Churchill’s surname!’

‘Churchill IS his surname!’

‘Then what is his first name?’

 ‘Winston,’ Kimi said calmly looking at his iPad. ‘Winston Churchill, born in Oxford, England, 1974.’ 

‘You smuggled your iPad! That’s very poor behaviour Kimi!’ said Ray and snatched the iPad from Kimi and

started typing frantically. ‘Song Qing Ling, born in 1893, in Shanghai.’

‘Gimme that!’ said Vincent, prizing the iPad from Ray’s grip. ‘Helen Keller, born June 1880 in Alabama US…

O’. 

‘O? You mean ’A’,’ said Rose. ‘No, I mean “Oh”. The battery died.’ 

‘Tell me you have the charger, Kimi!’ Shouted Jerry, panic-stricken and shaking Kimi by both shoulders.

Kimi’s face said it all. ‘NOOOOOOOOOOOOO!’. 

‘Nooooo, what?’ Mr. Smith came walking around the corner eating a block of Tofu. ‘Erm… Noooooooo

more chicken feet left!’ said Ryan W. ‘Disgusting, yuck. Five minutes and I want you all back on the bus!’

Mr. Smith said turning away. 

 

‘Where’s Kimi?’ Kimi was wandering behind the service station annoyed at himself for forgetting his

charger. ‘Stupid, stupid,’ he muttered. Suddenly a feeling came upon him. He needed the bathroom.

Glancing back at the long queue over at the service station Kimi decided to use his initiative – as Mr.

Smith often encouraged Grade 6 to do. Amongst a clearing in the trees, he spotted a strange-looking,

box-shaped building with flashing lights. It had danger written all over it, it looked NOTHING like a toilet.

‘That’ll do,’ thought Kimi. Kimi stepped inside the strange building. ‘What is this place?’. Inside there was a

large computer with a small screen in the middle. There was an odd-looking curved-screen monitor hung

in the top—right corner of the room. Kimi decided to try and see if he could get more information on

Churchill. He pressed a green button. 

 

<ENTER DESTINATION>

L-O-N-D-O-N E-N-G-L-A-N-D [enter]

 

<ENTER YEAR>

A thought crossed his mind ‘mmmm’ 

 

1-9-4-0 [enter]

 

The floor began to glow beneath his feet. And then it disappeared as if he was walking in space. Then.

Gone.

 

Mr. Smith had sent the students off to search for Kimi behind the service station. He had been keeping an

eye on the students and knew that’s where Kimi had disappeared to. Disappeared he had! It wasn’t long

before they found the same strange glowing building amongst the trees. The students crammed

themselves inside. On the curved screen in the corner, there, waving his arms was Kimi in black and white

in… London? ‘It’s a time machine!’ Kimi shouted to the students in a faded distorted voice. ‘Come on! Let’s

win this quiz!’ Everybody knew what to do and nobody was afraid. ‘FACE CHALLENGES WITH

DETERMINATION’ everybody cheered. House by house they punched in the year and place they wanted

to go and house by house they all disappeared. 

 
 

"The Big Secret" cont... 
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Chapter 2: Our visit to England
 

The Churchills were transported to London in 1889. We were walking in the center of the 

city, but we met a bad guy. He aimed at the sky and fired a shot. All the people ran away 

to the alley for safety. But unfortunately, the bad guy found us. The bad guy got out his 

gun. ‘Come out children, come out!’ 

‘Quick hide behind this bin!’ Ryan W shouted. Finally, we escaped the danger. 

 

Later, we found a school down an alley. ‘Hello? Who are you?’ Judy asked. 

‘I am Winston Churchill,’ the boy answered. 

‘Oh! I know! Churchill, you are my house!’ Kimi shouted. 

‘House? What house?’ Churchill frowned. 

‘A house in Harrow!’ Said Ryan Z. 

‘You are Harrow students? I am a Harrow student too!’ Churchill clapped. ‘Let me show 

you around the school’. We visited the school and told him we are from 2022. ‘What! Are 

you kidding me?’ Churchill shouted. ‘No, if you don’t believe us, we can show you an 

iPad!’ Rose opened her iPad and showed a few pictures of our school to Churchill. ‘Bravo, 

that’s marvelous!’ Churchill clapped his hands again.

 

‘That’s enough ‘chit-chat’, said Kitty. ‘Here is a latiao.’ She gave a bag of long, red, thick 

food to 14-year-old Churchill. 

‘What is this? I’ve never heard of it,’ Churchill said pointing at the latiao. ‘Just try it!’ 

Lucas said. ‘It is delicious!’ Churchill stretched out two fingers and got a piece of latiao 

from the bag and ate it. ‘It is so Hotttttttt!’ he said.

 

Suddenly the Churchills were transported to 1944 to the place where WWII was 

happening. We went to fight in WWII with Churchill, but it was so dangerous, so we got a 

car for him to go back home. When we got back, we saw Kimi was playing computer 

games on his phone! Everyone was so angry! Churchill asked, ‘What's that?’ Kimi 

explained and offered it to Churchill to play but Churchill refused, ‘I will never win the 

war if I waste my time playing computer games.’

‘Oh, by the way,’ said Judy. ‘Can we ask you some questions about your life? ‘Certainly,’ 

replied Churchill. After one hour of questions, Churchill looked tired. ‘Ok, I think we have 

to go now,’ said Rose. Churchill raised his two fingers as the students walked away. The 

students turned around and returned the gesture to Churchill.
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Chapter 3: A Miraculous Invention
 

We arrived in 1956 in America. On the street, there were many adults walking around. No one was paying any 

attention to us. ‘Where do we go now?’ said Derek.

‘Find Helen Keller of course,’ said Vincent. We reached a crossroads. ‘So which way?’ said Alice.‘Erm, maybe 

turn right?’ said Daisy. We turned right and started walking. 30 minutes later we arrived at the same place 

again. ‘We are just going round in circles,’ Daisy said frustratedly. ‘We’ll never get to see Helen Keller.

‘We can ask someone,’ said Derek.

‘Excuse me, sir, where can we find Helen Keller?’ said Ethan.

‘Murderer!’ shouted the man. ‘Why are you wearing a white mask and a bloody scarf?’ (The man had spotted 

the Young Pioneers’ scarves). ‘Killer! You must go to jail!’.

‘Ah… sorry...LET’S RUN!’ Derek shouted. We ran and ran but the man was chasing us and getting closer. ‘Let’s 

hide in this house!’ said Alice.

 

We knocked on the door. ’Who is out there?’ said a lady. 

‘We are just children, let us come in, please!’ shouted Alice. 

‘Okay come in.’ In the house, there was a lady who was looking at us with no sparkle in her eyes. ‘I think this is 

Helen Keller,’ whispered Ethan, ‘she has no sight, and she can’t even hear.’ Then he turned to the maid. ‘Please 

can you tell her that we have come from over one hundred years in the future?’ ‘Over one hundred years in the 

future? Interesting,’ said the maid. She turned to Helen Keller and communicated it to her in some strange way. 

 

Helen Keller nodded her head and taking her maid by the arm, made several finger movements in the palm of 

her hand. The maid replied for Helen, ‘you have …come a long way; you must …be tired!’

‘Here you are,’ said Derek, holding up a hearing aid. ‘This can help you to hear. The maid translated this again to 

Helen Keller. ‘Okay... may… I... have... a... try?’ she said on Helen’s behalf. ‘Yes, of course,’ Derek said and helped 

Helen to wear the hearing aid. Helen Keller smiled, ‘I can hear people talking!’ she communicated through her 

maid. 

‘Oh, that’s not a maid, it’s Helen’s teacher, Miss Sullivan,’ whispered Alice. 

‘Thank you, children. Tell me. Why have you come from over one hundred years in the future to this point in 

time?’ Miss Sullivan said. ‘Miss. Sullivan, can you help us to ask Miss. Keller some questions?’ responded Daisy. 

‘Yes, of course,’ she replied.

 

‘So, when were you born and when did you become deaf and blind?’ Vincent asked. 

‘I was born on 27 June 1880, and I became deaf and blind at 19 months old,’ replied Miss Sullivan on Helen’s 

behalf. 

‘Where were you born?’ asked Ethan. 

‘In Tuscumbia, Alabama’. 

‘What languages did you learn?’ 

‘English, French, German, Greek, and Latin’. 

‘Which school and which university did you go to?’ 

‘I went to Perkins school and Radcliffe College’. 

‘Sorry Miss. Keller, we must leave now,’ said Ethan. 

‘Okay, are you going to take this magical thing away?’ asked Helen. ‘Sorry, I think we need to take it,’ said 

Ethan. 

‘Okay, there you are,’ Miss Sullivan said regretfully taking the hearing aid from Helen. ‘I just want to tell you, that 

I am going to write a book called ‘Three Days to See’ and publish it in 1933’. ‘Great!’ Said Vincent. 

‘Okay bye,’ we all said. Helen Keller waved goodbye as we found our way back to the time machine porthole.

 

 
 

"The Big Secret" cont... 
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Chapter 4: The May 4th Movement

 
Boooooooooooom! 

‘Where are we? Why are we here? What’s for dinner?’ gasped Ray. Anna ran to a person nearby, ‘Excuse me,

what year is it now?’ ‘It is 1919, why are you asking?’ said the old lady. Anna replied, ‘oh, nothing.’ Anna ran back

to the group. ‘It’s 1919 now! how? We were just in 2022’. 

‘I don’t know,’ said Angel. ‘I can’t believe that time machine worked’. 

‘Who are they?’ Jerry said. 

‘That’s what I want to know!’ said Ray. 

‘Huh...?’ Angel said, confused. 

‘That group of people there! They are coming towards us,’ said Jerry under his breath. It was a group of soldiers

and they looked very serious. ‘Who is this? Get him!’ one of the soldiers said. ‘Children, have you been hurt by

this strange boy?’ ‘Me? You must be kidding!’ replied Jerry, insulted. 

‘You’re coming with us,’ said another soldier, seizing Jerry by the arms. ‘Ahh! No! Help!’ screamed Jerry. 

‘Stand back, he might be dangerous,’ said the soldier. 

‘I want my PS5,’ cried Jerry. ‘You see? He's a normal child, just like us,’ said Ray. ‘Then how do you explain the

clothes?’ The soldier retorted. Jerry was the only one of the Grade 6 students who had forgotten to bring his

Harrow Uniform on the school trip. ‘We at least must take him to see our leader,’ the soldiers said and led Jerry

away. ‘What is a PS5?’ whispered one soldier to another. ‘It must be a new powerful weapon,’ said the other.

 

The other students were left stranded. Jerry was gone. What were they to do? Suddenly a beautiful lady

dressed in black velvet walked around the corner. It was Ms. Song Qing Ling. ‘Song!’ shouted Ray, ‘Help us! Our

friend has been caught by soldiers!’ Song Qing Ling looked confused, ‘Excuse me? Is this about the May 4th

Movement?’ Anna stepped in, ‘Not exactly. Believe it or not, we've actually come from the future.’ Song Qing

Ling looked suspicious. ‘I know it's crazy but please trust us,’ begged Angel. ‘Ok I will help you,’ said Song. Ray

sprang into action and pulled an A3 sheet of paper from out of nowhere, ‘Ok first we need a plan…’

 

Back at the detention facility, Jerry was being interrogated by the soldiers. The plan went into action. ‘Look!

One of the initiators of the May 4th Movement!’ Ray grabbed Song Qing Ling and they started to run which

attracted the attention of the soldiers. While the soldiers were busy looking for Ray and Song, Anna and Angel

went into the detention facility to find Jerry. ‘Oh Jerry, you’re here!’ said Anna. 

‘Yes, we found him!’ Angel shouted. Ray and Song arrived at the rear entrance. ‘Here we are, now Jerry let’s get

you out,’ said Ray. ‘Wait, you found Song Qing Ling?’ said Jerry.

 ‘Yes, nice to meet you too,’ said Song. ‘OK, let’s go!’ said Jerry. 

All the students went back to the place where they first arrived. ‘Ok, now how do we get back to the bus?

exclaimed Anna. ‘Look!’ said Jerry, ‘there’s a crack in the sky!’ 

‘Yes, I can also see Mr. Smith in it,’ said Ray. ‘OK, bye everyone! I will remember you all!’ said Song Qing Ling.

‘Here is a gift’. Song Qing Ling handed Angel her diary. ‘Yes, now we can win the Big Quiz!’ said Angel. 

The students disappeared into the sky.
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Chapter 5: The Big Quiz

 
‘Alright everyone, wake up,’ shouted Mr. Smith. The students woke up in Shanghai. It had been a long bus

ride. They were exhausted. A look of confusion passed over everybody’s faces. Had it all been a dream?

‘Mr. Smith you won’t believe what happened to us!’ shouted Kimi. All the stories of the students’

adventures were told in great detail to Mr. Smith. ‘You have great imaginations! I should get you to do

some story writing when we get back to Chongqing.’ Mr. Smith laughed. He didn’t believe them. Back in

their seats, Angel felt something in her bag. She pulled out Song Qing Ling’s diary. Nobody could believe

it. It hadn’t been a dream after all! 

Inside the convention hall, all the students from the Harrow Schools from around the world were

gathered. It was time for the Big Quiz. The students took their places behind their podiums prepared to

answer the questions. 

‘Harrow Schools worldwide, welcome to the Harrow House Character Competition!’ Harrow London’s

Headmaster said. All the Harrow Schools cheered. ‘Although this competition is a new one, it helps

students know more about the giants of old and what makes them so important. And I hope, that even if

you do not go home victorious, you will gain knowledge of what kind of people Harrow makes.’ Everyone

clapped and cheered again. ‘And now, may the countdown begin!’ Numbers appeared on a screen behind

him, starting from 450, and counting down. The students had seven-and-a-half minutes to revise for the

competition. Angel sped read Song Qing Ling’s diary; Derek Double-checked his notes about Keller; Kimi

was busy recharging his iPad with a borrowed charger. ‘Come ON!’ he moaned, banging his fist on the

device.  

 

At the sixty-second mark, everyone started to get restless. ‘Really! Does Harrow London have to be 450

years old?’ Ray muttered, pacing back and forth in his house group.  Finally, there were ten seconds to

go. All the Harrow Schools started to countdown: ‘Ten, nine, eight, seven...’ the students got into position

at their tables. ‘Six, five, four...’. Tension started to build all-around: ‘three, two...’, ballpoint pens clicked on,

fountain pen lids snapped open… ONE!’ The voice was like a gunshot, echoing all around the outdoor

exam square. All was quiet except the scritch-scratching of pens on paper. Electricity was in the air. It

crackled off the students’ hair and suddenly, ‘BOOM!’ 

 

Everyone jumped! What was it? A volcano? An earthquake? No--- it was a clap of thunder. The trees

swayed in the wind. A storm was brewing. The students were worried. What now? They looked for their

Headmaster, but he just stood there, upon the stage, in the wind, watching them, smiling. And so, it was

all chaos, students pushing tables, running for shelter, looking for belongings, everywhere. But within the

commotion, some students were calmer than others, they got back to their seats, picked up their pens,

and finished the quiz in the pouring rain that had started. Soon, more people followed until there were

three remaining schools: Harrow Chongqing, Harrow London, and Harrow Bangkok. The three schools

gave the test papers to the judge, and soon he announced the results: ‘the winner, of the Harrow House

Character Competition, is: HARROW LONDON!’ the 450-year-old school exploded in cheers, cries, and

confetti. 

 

The students of Harrow Chongqing sadly trudged to the bus, for home. No one said anything, no one

laughed or yelled, no one noticed a man run up the stage and whisper in the judge’s ear. The judge

coughed, ‘ahem’. Harrow Chongqing looked back. ‘We have made a mistake in calculating the scores. And

the real winner is…’ Harrow London looked back. ‘HARROW CHONGQING! Congratulations! You will be

awarded 1000 house points per house and a school-paid one-day trip to Disneyland, I hope you like it!’ 

 

And the students sure did enjoy the trip…a lot! 
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